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Rescue Look it up in the dictionary.

Here is what

Dictionary.com says:
Verb (used with object) - rescued, rescuing
to free or deliver from confinement, violence, danger, or evil
Law to liberate or take by forcible or illegal means from lawful custody
Noun - the act of rescuing
Adjective - of or relating to someone or something trained or equipped to rescue; a rescue
dog
NBRAN this month has done rescue and done it well. We took two pups from a hoarding
situation in TX only to find they had distemper. We committed to saving them so our
coordinator in Texas, Melinde Waddle, made the decision to allow the veterinarians to use
an untested and non-FDA approved protocol that the veterinarians were excited about and
believed would save the dogs. As of this article going to print, one of the pups is thriving,
but sadly one pup lost her battle. The protocol will hopefully be FDA approved soon so this
lifesaving drug will be available across the USA.
Our folks in Michigan learned about a 3 year old female that was being surrendered
because she has epilepsy. She was not on any medication so we have no idea if her
symptoms can be controlled. Bill Canney our
regional director and treasurer called me and said “I
want to take her.” I said “of course we will take her”.
Georgene Norris one of our coordinators in Michigan
drove 5 hours to pick her up. Georgene reports she
is a very sweet girl. Hopefully with some meds and
veterinarian consultation her epilepsy can be
controlled.
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We learned of a pup in South Carolina
that had been abandoned at a hunt club.
A friend of rescue tipped us off and held
onto the pup until we could go and get
him. Our new coordinator in the
Carolina’s Jessica Stevenson drove many
hours to get him and bring him into
NBRAN’s care. Jessica reports that he is
sweet and fits in great with her pack.
Rescue is not a neat, tidy and easy
business. Sometimes we have to think
fast and make life and death decisions. Sometimes we are inconvenienced. Sometimes
we have to trust our gut and do what we think is right. NBRAN is blessed to have
hardworking coordinators who work tirelessly to save dogs. The good dogs, the beautiful
dogs, the sick dogs, the smelly ones, the sad ones- ALL the dogs that need to be saved that
we can save. Thank you NBRAN coordinators for the good work that you do! I know I
speak for the pups that can’t speak when I say THANK YOU!
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My 7 year old daughter pulled this out of her backpack this morning. It’s a story she wrote about her NBRAN foster named
Brittany...Carrie Nelson

Me and Brittany
Me and my dog Brittany love to eat ice cream. She likes plain vanilla. I like chocolate. We like to play
ball. Brittany is 14 years old and she does not mind if you pick her up. She lots of times sleeps in my
moms room. I sleep with her too.
She was sick a few days ago. She got better and then she got sick again. She is not better. We are hoping she feels better.
She is going to heaven. We will miss her when
she goes to heaven.
By Caitlyn Nelson
(PS Brittany is fine).

Please consider fostering these old ones!!!!
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Buddy’s Two Month Follow up

Buddy and fellow transport friend Lilly left Houston December 8th, arriving in Buffalo, NY
around 9 pm in snow! Lilly went on and Buddy (aka TX/Kaiser) came
home with me and really hasn't seen much grass since! So thankful I
was able to get his measurements and order him a coat which came
December 9th. You see how things come together when they're
meant to be and this boy was meant to come here to me. I mean,
even he knew it. Look where he positioned himself just 9 days later.
He stayed there for hours. Somehow he knew he was my Christmas gift. He is the lone
dog in what had become a very empty and sad home after releasing my springer Michael,
my heart dog, to the rainbow bridge on October 18th. I raised him from 7 1/2 weeks and
he was 12 1/2 when he asked to go. I asked Michael to please send me a dog to love that
needed me. One smaller than his 55 lb. self so I could pick him up if needed, mostly one
that would make me laugh a lot as Michael always had.

I'd started considering breeds before that inevitable October day
because I just knew I would be a train wreck and truth be told, not a
day went by that crying jags did not engulf me on numerous
unexpected times. I decided on rescue, but
what breed? I'd had mostly large dogs and loved the hunting breeds.
After Michael crossed over I began searching in earnest. I searched
the local shelters on line, fell in love with the beautiful Shelties but
no, too much fur! Loved the English Setters but no, too big at my age.
Then I bumped into NBRAN and there was my answer.
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The only thing I'd ever heard about this breed was "so much energy".
I already knew it was not smart to get a puppy of any kind since I was
about to turn 75, but I needed a dog in my life. A buddy to walk and
hike with, someone to discuss the plants with, watch the birds at the
feeders with, take a ride in the car or to snuggle with while reading or
watching tv...really, to love. I connected with Yvonne and we began
looking for a senior rescue who would benefit from being an only dog and be what I
needed. What seemed to take forever really didn't take long at all. I'm convinced
somehow my Michael had a paw in the selection of Kaiser because he's everything I
needed and asked for.
As his foster Mom told me, he'll just hang out in the back yard and
watch the wildlife and he does do that. His recall is amazing! 80
mph! I'm sure of it. So funny! His new cousin Sallie has taught him
what to do with the Squirrel Dude (a Busy Buddy treat toy). Buddy
is very polite and obedient, walks great
on leash, rides well in the car. I couldn't
love him more. He's perfect for me! Thank you NBRAN!
Bonnie Parker
LeRoy, NY
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This is an article that was published in the Winter 2017, Issue 45 of the “L’EPAGNEUL BRETON” A publication of the Club
de l’Epagneul Breton of the United States magazine. The author of the article gave NBRAN permission to reprint the article
in our newsletter.

Competition Obedience
Author: Denine Acherbauer
Information Provided by: Dari Harding

Meet Dari Harding and her Epagneul Breton, Kami. Dari and Kami
thoroughly enjoy the dog sport of competition obedience and have
obtained their OM (Obedience Master) and UDX (Utility Dog
Excellent) titles. These are major accomplishments in the world of
obedience competition which is dominated by Border Collies and
Golden Retrievers.
It is an even more outstanding achievement in that Kami is Dari's
"Novice A” dog, which means that neither Dari nor Kami had any
experience in obedience before they began their adventure
together. To have achieved the UDX title with one's first dog is
very, very rare. To have achieved it with the OM, (Obedience
Master) title as well means that they did it with very respectable
scores of 190 or above (170 points or above is a qualifying score).
The letters OM may be added after a dog's name when it has earned a total of 200 Obedience
Master points awarded to dogs earning a score of 190 or better from the Open B and Utility B
classes. The points are based on a schedule established by the AKC.
To earn a Utility Dog Excellent title, a dog-and-handler team must qualify (earn 170 out of 200
points) in both the Open B and the Utility B class at a single
trial to earn a leg towards the title. This requires the team to
qualify in both Open B and Utility B on the same day. In order
to earn the title the team must do this a total of 10 times. (In
field trial "speak", it would be qualifying in Open solo and
Open brace on the same day X 10).
Here is Dari and Kami's story:
Dari adopted Kami from NBRAN when she was approximately
I year old. They chose her from the web site because Dari's
husband liked the darker color. At that time, they were not
aware that there was such a breed as French Brittany. In fact,
they assumed she was a mix. They now know that she is a tri
colored roan and a classic EB.
Kami came with her issues and they needed to get some of her
behaviors under control. Her house manners were exceptional
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from the beginning so there was never a problem there. However,
she was VERY reactive to other dogs, and anything with 4 legs. In
order to try and control the reactivity, she needed to focus on Dari
and that is how they began her obedience training.
Dari had trained 2 other dogs and had a fair amount of success in
the sport of Rally obedience. (Rally is a form of basic obedience in
which a dog and handler perform exercises according to a course
of signs. It is judged on the accuracy of the performance, plus
speed. Handlers are allowed to use voice and signals to encourage
their dogs). Dari's Terrier mix, Winston, achieved a Rally 3 title in
Worldsynosport venues and her Standard Poodle, Stu, has earned
his AKC Rally Excellent title. So Dari had a limited idea of what she
was looking for… attention on the handler whether doing moving
or stationary exercises.
Dari began with hand feeding Kami meals for attention. They
progressed to walking outside with Kami's attention on Dari.
Kami needed a lot of practice and many goldfish crackers (her
favorite reward) but eventually they were able to get her into a
building without an eruption. At one obedience practice, an
accomplished trainer, Rick Hood, noticed Kami and commented,
"She's a good dog! Don't screw her up!"
Kami is a happy worker which is very obvious to all observers. Her
tail never stops and she is very vocal (for which they lose points
but you can't change the spots on a Brittany). Kami definitely
needed the discipline and she was a great dog to learn with. Kami
will tolerate as many repetitions of an exercise as needed to get it
right...as long as there are treats involved.
Kami is 9 l/2 now and they are still showing. Dari can't imagine
that Kami would let her leave for a trial without her. All Kami
needs to hear are the scent articles being put in the training bag
and she starts to "sing."
As Kami gets older, Dari is looking to the future. Dari would love to
compete in competition obedience again with another dog. It is a
great sport to continue as dog and handler get older. It requires
energy, focus and flexibility in dog and handler. Every dog is
different and one needs to adjust one's thinking and solve that
dog's problem. There is no one size fits all program.
Dari laughing calls Kami her "Ferrari" because she is an awesome
dog and it took a while to learn how to handle her....but Ferraris are rare! Kami has been a great
blessing to Dari and has taken her in a new direction. If Dari hadn't been willing to learn and be
flexible, it would have been a loss to both of them.
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For the Love of Rue
Attached are some pictures of Rue on her way to her new home and at her new home.
She was adopted from a shelter in the Twin Cities area by a college student but quickly
realized that being gone long hours during the days and the need to study in the evenings
does not bode well with Brittany ownership. She made the heartbreaking decision to give
Rue away and our web searcher Linda saw her listed on Craigslist. Acting MN coordinator
Dave Voeltz quickly contacted her and convinced her the best thing she could do is
surrender Rue to NBRAN where it was assured she would find a great home. Hallie B,
one of our great volunteers in Minnesota, drove to the Twin Cities and took Rue into her
care. Rue quickly fit into the new routine of her foster family and was posted for
adoption. There were a great number of wonderfully qualified candidates, but Tonya W.
of Michigan was selected to be Rue’s new mom. Rue now has a nice back yard to race
around chasing her fur brother Shadow. She also has a big comfy chair to rest when tired
out. This was an “open” adoption, in the manner that Rue’s new mom is in contact with the
former mom and shares updates and pictures of her.
Thanks to Hallie for fostering, Helen for setting up the transport, and all the wonderful
transport volunteers who made this possible. What a great team!!!
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Photo Gallery
Banjo has settled into our family immediately. He
is a super sweet love bug! We take a couple walks
every day, he likes to zoom around the backyard,
and he especially loves his new dog bed!!
Love him ❤
Judy Gieseke

Dexter the NBRAN Britt along with his best friend,
Gemma the Springer, shared by NBRAN adopter,
Tim Cahill.

Hinckley out hunting today. Anja is the Vizsla
in the pic and Jack is our Britt.
Hallie
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Photo Gallery
Cathy R shared a picture of a tired Ella Mae and
Foxy after the Christmas company left. Tired
girls !
Deb McD's Maddie wishes everyone a
belated Merry Christmas!

Tim Cahill's NBRAN dog, Dex, enjoying the
spring snows of Montana.

Erin W's Miss Britt Britt
showing off her new
winter sweater and new
bandanna!
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
Crazy Kip
I am very sad to notify you that KIP J has passed away,
02/05/18.Adopted through NBRAN on 5/22/09. Crazy
Kip J is what we called him. He loved the park, wading in
the running water. He loved everyone at Dog Gone
Crazy, Inc. (a kennel we own) where Kip worked
everyday. He wooed every lady he ever met and most
importantly wooed Tom and I from the very start. I
have submitted a memorial on the NBRAN page as well.
Sandra and Tom Jenkins

Dakota Hunting squirrels

Sweet Sammie
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
Sweet Niklaus
Sweet Niklaus came to live with me in October 2016.
He had been found along a roadside in Texas,
dehydrated to the point of near death, and was
nursed back to health in a wonderful foster home.
Niklaus made a two-day trip to Wisconsin via NBRAN
transport two months later.
Nik was a gentle, loving, and devoted old boy. My vet
estimated him to be “at least 10 years old” when he
arrived, and he had severe muscle atrophy in his hind
legs, of which we never knew the cause. He loved to
go for daily walks through the neighborhood, loved
to sniff and explore at the family cabin in northern
Wisconsin, and loved his chicken jerky treats, but he
especially loved to go for car rides! He would prance in circles when he heard the car keys jingle, and
then trot completely around the Jeep each time before returning to the passenger door, waiting to be
lifted into the back seat. I could never figure out why he made that extra lap around the Jeep every time!
Nik had much to learn moving from Texas to Wisconsin. His first few weeks here, he would constantly
have his nose up in the air, sniffing and sniffing. There were so many new and interesting smells! He
arrived in autumn, and soon discovered he liked to nap in the piles of leaves while I was raking in the
yard. His first winter, he learned how to trudge through snow and clamber over snowdrifts and snow
banks. He never really got the hang of stepping over icy patches on the sidewalk, and I frequently had to
give him a boost back onto his feet. A flight of stairs also proved quite a challenge – Nik had no idea how
to go up or down an entire flight of stairs. Since I live in a two-story house with a basement, he needed to
be able to do stairs, so we practiced for a few weeks with me lifting his hind end step by step. It didn’t
take him too long to figure it out!
In his last few months, Nik went mostly deaf and blind, but he adapted by relying on his sense of smell.
He usually walked directly behind me, sometime close enough to step on my heels. Even at the local
40-acre dog park, he was never more than a few feet away from me, and would tap me constantly with
his nose, smelling me, to ensure it was indeed Mom.
Nik had a younger fur-brother named Manny, another NBRAN rescue who joined us two weeks after
Nik’s arrival, and who followed Nik wherever he went. The two boys literally spent every minute together
until Nik’s last vet appointment, when I left Manny home so I could give all of my love and attention to
Nik.
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
Sweet Niklaus continued…
Nik had a delicate digestive system and had been on a special dog food and
probiotics, so when he developed his last bout with tummy issues, I wasn’t too alarmed. I made a vet
appointment, and truly thought they’d suggest a different food or medication for him. X-rays revealed
cancerous growths in several of his internal organs, at an advanced stage. There was not much that could
be done for him at that point except say good-bye.
I knew when I adopted an older dog, this day would come too soon, and it did. But I hold dear in my
heart memories of how happy Nik was on his outdoor adventures, or snuggled in his favorite dog bed,
and his excitement over simple things like Mom returning home from work, his beloved chicken chewies,
and the thrill of a car ride. I’m so glad I had the chance to love and
spoil him, and give Sweet Niklaus his happily ever after.
Lynne Strehlow
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
ANGEL GETS HER WINGS
I picked up Angel from a small shelter in Cadiz, Ohio just one
week before her 14th birthday, Sept 12. She had been
dumped by her owners due to a move coming up. At least
we knew her name and her birthday . We had very little
information on her and at her first vet appointment were
pleasantly surprised to find out she was in exceptionally good
health for a dog her age. She was nearly deaf, overweight and
weak in the hind end as if she spent a lot of time in a crate.
Angel was so confused, you could see the questions in her eyes,
and I just hoped she could understand my heart and realize
she was a forever girl now. I never let her sleep alone and moved downstairs to the
family room to be with her so she didn't have to climb the steps. We would find
her the best forever family we could. She was sweet, kind, and cuddly, and didn't
let the boys being in her way stop her, she just plowed her way right through.
Angel's favorite thing was to hunt with the boys,
but being nearly deaf meant that she was always
on leash. I'm so thankful that we have a 30 foot
lunge line that I could hook her up to and just
follow her around allowing her to use her nose and
enjoy her semi freedom. Having a
lot of stairs, an invisible fence
here, and taking Angel's hearing into consideration we knew that
Angel's true happiness would mean finding a home with a
physically fenced yard.
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
ANGEL GETS HER WINGS continued...
Finding a home for such an elderly dog is
often difficult yet always seems to be easier than we thought
it would be. You see, many people don't want an old
dog. They don't have much time left and the tomorrows are
going to be fewer than with a puppy or young dog.
We found that home for Angel just one week before
Christmas. When I talked with her adopter I was so excited to
have found just the right fit for Angel. Someone who could
give her the true freedom she deserved to hunt to her desire
in a safe yard with a senior companion too! Angel would be moving to PA just after
the first of the year. I didn't want her to have to go through too many more
changes as she certainly had had more than her share, so I would be taking her to
her new mom when she got back from her holiday vacation.
Something just wasn't right, Angel developed a cough and I was keeping a close eye
on her. Christmas
morning came and it became very apparent that a
trip to the emergency vet was needed. I thought
perhaps she caught a cold, or the flu... I never
dreamed I'd be coming home with an empty collar.
I hope we put enough love and light into those three
short months she had left.
Christmas will never be the same. Angel received her
wings December 25, 2017.
Melissa Ander
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Volunteer of the Quarter
Janelle H. has been selected as NBRAN’s Volunteer of the Quarter. Janelle
was nominated by Virginia Coordinator Leslie Trenta and she noted that it
is long overdue that Janelle be recognized. Janelle and her husband Jeff
adopted Ariel from NBRAN in 2014, they did a day trip NY to pick her
up. Janelle signed up to volunteer in 2016. When NBRAN was made aware
of a cute puppy in a Maryland shelter Janelle and Jeff were out to lunch,
finished up and drove directly to pull him to safety. Since then, Janelle has fostered
around 5 dogs thus far, all the while working, being pregnant with their first child, and
having her husband being deployed. Janelle is very experienced and has really worked
miracles with many of her foster’s including 2 of the Indiana 13 pups. In the next few
weeks, Janelle will be coming on board to help Leslie co coordinate Virginia.
————————————————————————————————————————————–———————————

Coordinator of the Quarter
Carla Gunn was selected as the NBRAN Coordinator of the
Quarter. Directors Mehlenbacher and Toal nominated Carla because of her hard
work and dedication. Carla has been the New Brunswick and Maine coordinator for
NBRAN for several years and works quietly and under the radar. She does a great
job looking out for Brittanys in these areas, matching dogs to adopters, recruiting
fosters and participating in the NBRAN Canine Railroad to help transport newly
adopted dogs to their NBRAN screened and approved forever homes on the
Canadian east coast.
Carla has been instrumental in keeping up with the complicated licensing and state
requirements for NBRAN to be able to operate in the state of Maine, which includes
sustaining and supporting a volunteer in that state as a quarantine home as per state
fostering regulations, and renewing annual licenses.
Recently Carla assisted the Nova Scotia NBRAN coordinator when a
special needs dog was destined to be shot because it was no longer
wanted due to behavioral issues. Carla found a behaviorist to assess
the dog and he is now in training in a loving foster (soon to be foster
'failure') home.
Carla also has a passion for Setters and shares her home with setter
Bussie and Brittany, her own foster failure, Rusty.
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2017 Annual Fund Raising Campaign
A big thanks to all who contributed during our annual campaign. Your contribution is greatly appreciated!!
Contributions received November 22, 2017 through February 25, 2018

* Indicates Multiyear Contributor

Legacy Level
Contributor

* Best Friends Animal

Society
* Carol Barr & Donald
Graham

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

* Margot Hampleman

Gigi's Surgery
Brady

Darci DePoppe
* Dr. James Finn & Dr.
Elizebeth Marston
Karl Perrey
* Leon Peck

Oliver in Colorado

Margot Hampleman

Olivia

Richard and Sharon
Bockoff

Our "Boy" Walter Bockoff, He
will live forever in our Hearts
Holly, Hunter, Jewel, Beau &
Lily
Olivia & Stewart

* Sandra Sargent, DVM

Maggie

In Memory / In Honor of

* Timothy & Polly Grow
Magnolia Ryan

Platinum Level
Contributor

* Caroline Sychterz

Debra Anderson
* John & Priscilla Saia

* Linda & Lars Larson
Lisa Bonomi

* Lori Thompson
Louis Falgoust

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

* Nick & Tamara Jovene

Beau
Teddy & Help cover Foster dog
Max's Expenses

Gabby & Rowdy
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia

* Louis Falgoust & Mary Missy & Rex
Nutter
* Margaret Gauthier

Olivia

Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Oliver in Colorado

Paula Tanahill
Oliver in Colorado
R.Brent & Esther Furbee
Relenee Vencill

Rose Weisbecker
Scott Stonum
Shawn Green

Olivia

* Susan Woodburn

Tim Fires

Nick & Tamara Jovene

In Memory / In Honor of

Olivia

Gold Level
Adele Mullie
* Allene & Richard
Roberts
* Amy Ferguson

Anita Howard
Ann Myers

Ann Chamberlain
Ann Dean
* Anne Golembeski
Ben & Erin Farrow

Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Karen Guerette

Brady, Chloe Cameron
NBRAN's dedicated Service.

Karen Hartt

My dog Max
Olivia
Olivia

Kate McClarnon

Kathleen Brown

Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Wrangler
Best Friends Animal Society Gigi in California

Kathleen Kyer
* Kim & Alison Pearse
* Kim & Alison Pearse
* Kristen Floom
Larry Duane
* Larry Tinberg
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Olivia
Trixie

Oliver in Colorado

* Betty Phillips

* Laura Pizziketti
* Leigh Ann Paich

* Bob Stuempel
* Brenda Butt

* Brenda Butt

Brenda Sauvageau

Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia

* Carol Grumbach
* Carol Nicholas

Margaret Ford

Maria & Robert Baker

Dana Dain
Darci DePoppe

Marnie Gibeley

Mary Lou Sanders
Jessie, Bud & Bonnie
Jessie, Bud & Bonnie
Olivia
Olivia

David Way
Debra Derhak
Debra Eaves
Denise Black
* Diana Wilson

Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado

Mary Maguire
Michael Fairchild
Michael Grivnovics
Michelle & Berry
Zeeman
Mike and Vickie Levi

* Diane Jamieson
* Edward Jr & Eleanor

* Paula Tannahill

Streit

Eileen Turner

Olivia
Oliver in Colorado

Ellen Munson

Olivia

Erika Ramseyer

* Faith Adsit
* George & Mac Hoover

Olivia

* Ron & Susan Pecci

KT

Scott Stonum
* Sharon Haney

Sharon Redding

Gregory Laneve

Hans & Tanya Bach
Holly Oesterle
Howard Van Houten
Ian Compton

Our adopted Britt Rocky
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado

Ian Gall
James & Janet
Desimone

Janet McCrae
Jay Sanderson
Jay Wright

* Jeff and Sheree
Fleming

* Peg Gauthier
* Peter & Mary Klabunde
* Phyllis Steinfeldt

Piper Stevens
Rick Moore

* Eric Girardi

Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia

Michael Gauron

Mitchell PAUGH
* Nancy Horn
Nowlan Dean
* Patricia Williams

Eileen Turner
* Ellen Granger

Princess

Mark Moormann
Oliver in Colorado

Connie Peterson

Dana Cupit
* Dana Cupit

Lora Amissah
Lynne Miller

Carol Tschirgi

* Cindy & Terry Schupp
Claudine & Doug
MacDonald

Linsey Boutilier

* Liz Bays

Oliver in Colorado
All my britts, past and present
Olivia
Whitney (RIP Sweetheart)
Olivia
Olivia

* Sofia Evangelista

Olivia
Dutchess, Clayton & Doll E.
Dog
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Phil Steinfeldt
Olivia
Orange Julius, Sassy, Casey,
Lu Lu Frankie,Lacy, Tango,
Captain & Rosie
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
James Seaman
Dixie

Soopeen Chin

* Steve & Nancy Sandstrum
* Steven & Cheryl Howell Bill Canney
* Sue Haas
Sybil Mitchell
Sylvia Chinworth

Cloie & Gidget

* Teresa Smith
* Thomas & Carrie

Giordano-Lascari
* Thomas & Sandra
Frazier
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Oliver in Colorado
Gigi in California

* Jeff and Susan Spaid

* Thomas Diamond
* Thomas

Jennifer Bartos
* Jennifer Schuyler
Jessica Balling
* Judith Busha

Kammi Siemens

Rudy & Charlie
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado

Giordano-Lascari
Tom Mauter
Tressa Garza-Frazier
* William Shield
* Wilma Edmonds

Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado

Karen Delisle

Silver Level
Abigail Raguse
* Adam Miller

Oliver in Colorado

Karen Carr
Karen Johnson

* Alice & Clark Burnham

Oliver in Colorado

* Karen Jones
Karen Kleiboeker

Alison Eamon

Amanda Jacobs
Anita Howard
Anna Thuren
* Anne Golembeski
Annelaurie Howell

Annette Hoy
Ashley Duchene

Barry Brekle

Karen Rivera

Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia

* Barry Furgason

Beck Visual
Communications

Olivia

Oliver in Colorado
Julio
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Brian and Lynn Delphus Chip

Carol Babcox
Celeste Diaz-Consul
Cheryl Lopez
Chris Mundwiler
Chris Wimberly
Christina Lorenzen

Christina McKee
Christine Boyd
Christine Powers
* Christine Powers
Christy Hoff
Ciciley Hoffman
Cindy Willis

Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Olivia
Olivia
Olivia
Olivia
Olivia
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado

* Kurt Morin
Kylene Lloyd
* Larry & Ellen Kramer
Laurel Fagg
* Lawrence & Pamela Furrer
* Leanor Robinson
Lee Ann Glenn
Lesa Starkins
Leslie Gunder
Linda Powell

Linda Prouty
Lindsay Lysengen

Lisa Couonters
Lisa Shaw
Lizbeth Roy
Lynne Reaney-Sarvis

Olivia

Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado

Benny
Olivia
Rosie
Olivia
Max & Suzette
Olivia
Blossom in Nevada
Olivia & Talkeeta Rose
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado

* Margot Lademan

Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado

Colleen Gillis
Crickett Moore

Kathleen Kickish
* Ken & Gina Miloser
Kent Dolmyer
Kim Mrozek
* Kim Perez
Kristine Biede
Kristy Matulevich

Benjanmin Tomkins
* Bill Buckland
Bonnie Lee Parker
Brent Nino
Britney Hatter
Brittny Harris

Kari Duffy
Katherine Kott

Olivia
Olivia
Allie Goltschall
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado

Mariann Berlin
Mariann Berlin
Marianne Gonzalez

Martha Bates
Olivia

* Marti Laird
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Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado

Dana Sticklen
Danae McDowell

* Daniel & Gail O'Brien
* Danielle & Clark Bishop
* David Dorian
* Debbie & Bob Bayer

Mary & Paul Huelsman Rev. Robert L. Stuempel

Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Margo & Aly

Mary Lou Cole
Mary Lou Skronek
Melanie Moehling

* Michael & Colleen
Cyzak
Michael Fairchild

Boomer

Deborah Schoonover

Deborah Williams
Deborah Williams
Dee O'Brien
Denise Cobb

Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado

Michelle Sawyer
Michelle Holman
Miranda Jindra
Molly Mugglestone

* Noreen & Chris Hume
Pamela Sherry

Oliver in Colorado

Patricia Ryan
Patricia Rush

* Donna Burns
* Donna Prout

*
*
*
*

Edmond Cooley
Starkey
Elaine Sullivan

* Elaine Sullivan

Elena Sodano
Elisabeth Delk

Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Olivia

Elizabeth Kleiboer

* Elizabeth Knight

Elizabeth Sims

* Eric & Molly Glesmann
Eric Marrison
Erica Renihan
Erin Crawford
* Erin Lynn
Farmers Daughter Design

Gaye Bricker

* Glenn Jacob
Gretchen Sparling

Pharr & Lisa Hume

Sehoy & Freckles
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Senior Dog Fund
Sunshine
Sehoy & Freckles

Randy Deters
Regina Buckley

Renee Giovando
Rhett Noorda

Olivia
Olivia
Olivia

* Rick & Jeanne
Fairweather
Ricky Reffitt

Oliver in Colorado

Rosa Harmon

Olivia

Ruff Runners
Ruth Stanley

Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Olivia
Olivia

* Sandra Geisenhof
* Sandra Geisenhof
Sandy Arrison

Olivia
Sadie
Olivia

Sarah Eckstein

Sarah Grandlin
Sarah Reddington

* Franz & Elly
Stockmann
Gail Robinson

Penny Doyle

Olivia

Frank Shipley

Gabriell Filisko

Paula Freeman

Roberta Wallingford
Roberts Dodson
Robyn Julyan

Emily Bradford
Emily Roush

Olivia
Olivia
Olivia
Oliver in Colorado

Nicholas Miller

Dick Wolbers
Donna Archambault

* Edward and Paulette

Oliver in Colorado

Michael Wellstead

Denise Fritzinger
Denny Harris
Diane Mathis

Olivia
Olivia
Chase

Olivia
Oliver in Colorado
Of Deb & Lay Strayer's
beloved Bill

* Sharon Courtney
Shelia Wactor

Olivia
Olivia
Scooter, Jake & Tucker

Stephanie Dippel

Oliver in Colorado

Stephen Budney

Bart

Stephen Clark
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Gwynne Gambit

Oliver in Colorado

Hamlet Living Trust

Fr. Bob Stuempel

Steve and Diana
Stephens

* Steven & Cassie Beck

Oliver in Colorado
Mr. Fats

Hayley Smiley

Stine Theede

James & Priscilla North Oliver in Colorado

Susan Brick

Jan Ybarra

Susan Cooley

Dr. Edmond S. Cooley & Ms.
Anne Duncan Cooley

Susan Tinkle

Oliver in Colorado

Olivia

* Janet Ackerman

Oliver in Colorado

Janet McCrae

Oliver in Colorado

Susan Townshed

Oliver in Colorado

Janet Morris

Oliver in Colorado

Suzanne Ernst

Olivia

Janice Deibert

Olivia

Tamara Nation

Oliver in Colorado

Tami Kruger

Olivia

Molly, our rescued britt

Theresa Reyer

Olivia

Jeff Landry

Oliver in Colorado

Thomas & Donna Booth

Jeff Vaughan

Oliver in Colorado

Janice Fairfax
* Janis Pollock

* Tim and Erika Green
And Henowick

* Jeffrey Riner

Edward. Hopper & Churchill

Timothy DeHaan

* Jennifer & Mark
Gillespie
* Jennifer Emch

Baxter

Tom Barnett

Rose

* Tom Barnett

* Jennifer Kulich
Jessica Shields

* Jessica Smith

Olivia

Tonya Rauton

Oliver in Colorado

Sierra

Trudy Engel
Truist Matching Campaign
United Way Princeton NJ

Oliver in Colorado

Joe Holcomb

* Joy Zellers

Valerie Pierzina

Vanesa Duka
Olivia

Vicki Cohen

Jennie

Dolly

Viveka Smith

Olivia

Wanda Contreras

Oliver in Colorado

Joyce & Michael Edwards Fr. Bob Stuempel
* Judy Howell

Oliver in Colorado

Wesley Leonard

* Judy Sullivan

Mickey I & Mickey II

William Eardley

Julia Wells

Oliver in Colorado
Olivia

* Jim & Peggy Slosnerick

Jon & Bonnie Newell

Oliver in Colorado

Tonie Taylor

Jill McBride

Jim Hodges

Oliver in Colorado

Oliver in Colorado

* William Eardley

Juliet Komisarcik
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Oliver in Colorado

NBRAN Officers
Sue Spaid, President, sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie, VP, susanguthrie@comcast.net
William Canney, Treasurer, Qebh1977@att.net
Dave Voeltz, Secretary, dvoeltz@pie.midco.net

NBRAN Board Members
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie susanguthrie@comcast.net
Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Gaye Bricker beaubritt2@aol.com
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
William Canney whcanney@yahoo.com
Denise Turgeon brittsnbits@gmail.com
Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net
Lon Peck lpeck3@reagan.com
Sandra toal sandratoal18@gmail.com
Yvonne Mehlenbacher yvonnem@geneseo.edu
Lora Smith Hawaii18797@gmail.com

Facebook coordinator
Neca Hudgins neca227@gmail.com

Instagram coordinator

Cassandra McClintock cass.mcclintock@gmail.com

NBRAN Newsletter

Editor - Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Layout Designer- Kelly Killeen kak0402@optoniline.net

Microchips

Georgene Norris georgenenbran@yahoo.com To Order
Lorraine Williams ladyhawke3099@me.com To Register

RescueGroups training or issues
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net

Transportation coordinator

Support NBRAN while doing your online shopping.
When you #StartWithaSmile, Amazon donates 0.5% of
the purchase price to National Brittany Rescue and
Adoption Network, Inc..
It costs you nothing, please bookmark and share the link
below today and support us every time you shop!

http://smile.amazon.com/ch/06-1624968

What is NBRAN Canine Railroad?
NBRAN Canine Railroad (or CR) is the transportation
of rescued Brittanys from one place to another. In a
CR run, someone volunteers to drive a dog a certain
distance where they meet another person at a
prearranged place, and the second person continues
to drive, meeting another person if necessary, until
the dog reaches its new owner. It really does work!
And our babies get to their new homes without a
whole lot of expense. Sometimes airlines cannot fly
Brittanys because the weather is too hot or too cold.
Sometimes the adopting family cannot afford the
airline fees. Sometimes the Brittany shouldn't fly. For
these reasons, CR runs are part of the lifeblood of
canine rescue. Volunteer for NBRAN CR.
If you'd like to be available to make Brittany CR runs,
please contact us.

Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net

Intakes

Ombudsman
If you have a concern of any nature and
want to report it, contact Dave Voeltz at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net for
a confidential means of
doing so.

Do you want to share your pictures or story?
Contact Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
and email your story and pictures. We love
sharing your story and pictures about the
newest member of your family!

Placements

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

293
428
521
618
590
390
283
328
361
313

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

234
360
407
535
537
472
264
314
371
349

2017

296

2017

227

Through Feb 28
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50

Through Feb 28

39

